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Is Your Vision Causing Muscle Tension?

Mary Betts Sinclair 

Poor visual habits can interfere with free and easy movement

Whatever you
are, be a good
one.
-Abraham Lincoln
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Do you have tension headaches or
chronic tension in your upper body?
How about neck and shoulder stiffness?
Maybe you experience strain in the
temples, forehead, neck, shoulders, or
back, especially after a long period of
working at a computer or reading a
book? If so, your tension could be
related to how you look at the world.

Healthy vision is comfortable, efficient,
and relaxed for the viewer, while poor
visual habits can interfere with free and
easy movement, making the body
chronically tense. We use our eyes much
of the day, and if we strain to see, we
create tension in the face, neck,
shoulders, and back muscles. Squinting
and straining when we have trouble

making something out, or stiffening our
entire neck, spine, and pelvis every time
we look up can affect the entire body.

Most of us develop these vision habits
without even being aware of them, but
there are other health factors that can
play a role. Up to 5 percent of children
are born with some kind of visual
abnormality, or develop one in the first

few years of life. A lazy eye, for example,
may cause a child to hike up one eye or
one shoulder, or twist the neck to look
out of the better-sighted eye at all times.
Being sensitive to light might cause a
child to develop the habit of hanging the
head forward. Injuries to or near the
eyes can also cause chronic tension in
the muscles of the eyes or structures
near the eyes. And finally, emotional
stress can cause us to hold our muscles
tight while we look out at the world.

What To Do
Step One
Talk with your massage therapist about
your pain and strain. During a session,
your therapist can check you for extra

tension in and around the eyes, neck,
and shoulders, then fine-tune massage
techniques to help relieve your
discomfort. Relaxation exercises, as well
as hot and cold packs, can offer
additional relief.

Step Two



Your massage therapist can check for tension
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Do daily eye muscle stretches, practice
self-massage, and use hot and cold packs
over your eyes. Your massage therapist
can show you how to use these easy,
inexpensive aids.

Step Three
Your bodyworker may also refer you to
another health-care professional who
can help you reduce built-up tension.
For example, a behavioral optometrist
can check to make sure your glasses are
the right prescription and help you
learn better visual habits; a Feldenkrais
practitioner can help you change old
habits, see with less strain, and
understand how emotional stress might
be affecting your eyes; and an
ergonomic expert can help adapt your
office workstation so that it protects and
does not strain your eyes.

Relief for Computer
Users
According to the American Optometric
Association, 46 percent of Americans
spend at least 5 hours a day on a
computer or smartphone. When looking
at a screen, many people hold their head
forward of center and slouch, which puts
many upper-body muscles in a
shortened position. These visual habits
are now creating whole-body strain. In
addition to head-forward posture,
prolonged twisting of the head can
tighten muscles in the back of the neck.
At the computer, the greater the glare,
the smaller the font size, and the poorer
the resolution, the more likely it is that
the person will strain to see and develop
tightness in the upper shoulders.

Here are some ways to avoid pain and
strain:
Computer users tend to blink very little
and stare straight ahead, not using their
peripheral vision. Be sure to keep
blinking, which washes your eyes in
naturally therapeutic tears and breaks up
your stare.

Take frequent rest breaks using the
20-20 Rule: every 20 minutes, spend
20 seconds looking at something far
away, preferably gazing out a window.
Also, stand up and move as much a
possible. This is a great time to do
eye-muscle stretches and
range-of-motion exercises for your back
and neck. Use your fingertips to gently
massage around your eyes, temples, and

forehead. Finally, rub your palms
together and gently cup your closed eyes.
Relax and breathe freely.

Make sure you have good light, and
check that your monitor is the correct
distance away from your eyes and at the
right height. Also, adjust the screen
settings to where they are comfortable in
terms of resolution and flicker.

If you wear eyeglasses, have them
checked. For example, in order for
some people to see clearly with their
heads held in an upright and balanced
position, without chronic tightness in
the back of the neck, they may need to
have a prescription for a longer focal
length or larger bifocal inserts, or have
an adjustment of their eyeglass frames if
they are bent or twisted. Some people
may need a stronger or weaker
prescription. If your doctor has
prescribed a pair of glasses specifically

for seeing the computer screen, wear
them.

Mary Betts Sinclair is an Oregon-based educator
and bodyworker. Learn more about her at
www.marybettssinclair.com.



Create your checklist to reach bodywork nirvana.

Reach Bodywork Nirvana
Create a checklist to maximize your experience
Darren Buford 

Good News About Ginger
Shelley Burns 

Crafting the perfect massage or
bodywork session requires transparency
between you and your therapist. Of top
priority: communication. Without some
back and forth conversation between you
and your therapist, you may not get what
you're looking for, or you may be
unsatisfied with the direction your
practitioner takes.

Following is a checklist to help ensure
you maximize your experience.

Arrive on time
Being there 10-15 minutes before the
session keeps you from feeling rushed.

Relay all appropriate medical history
Allergies? Injuries? Medications?
Surgeries? Speak up, for safety reasons.
Your preexisting conditions could
change your therapist's protocol for
your session.

Set clear goals
Have you explained the areas you want

addressed? Your therapist isn't a mind
reader.

Be open
Therapists' strategies may not involve a
direct path to your sore elbow.
Understand that the body works in
mysterious ways, and your
knowledgeable therapist may take a more
circuitous path to healing than you
expect.

Be quiet ...
It's your time; you paid for it. Relax and
bathe yourself in the stress reduction
and healing
bodywork offers.

... But speak up when you don't like
something
Room too cold? Too hot? Pressure too
deep? Too light? Music not to your
taste? Aromatherapy too pungent? Your
therapist wants you to enjoy your time,
so let him or her know when something
isn't right.

Book your next session
Rome wasn't built in a day, and your
body may not be "fixed" in one session.
Bodywork is cumulative and often
requires a regular regimen to get things
just right. Before you depart, be sure to
schedule your next appointment.
Discussing a treatment plan with your
therapist will help you reach nirvana.

Ginger (Zingiber officinale) is known to
aid digestion and strengthen the
immune system. It is used as a home
remedy (flat ginger ale) when feeling
under the weather or nauseous, and is
blended with honey and lemon in a
drink to ward off a cold or flu. Now
ginger has come back into the spotlight,
this time to promote healthy skin.

One of ginger's active
enzymes--zingibain--reduces
inflammation, therefore reducing the
risk of acne, psoriasis, and other
inflammatory skin conditions. Ginger's
antimicrobial and antiseptic properties
can also kill the bacteria that causes
acne. It promotes skin elasticity and
firmness due to its antioxidants gingerol
and shogoal, which have both been
shown to fight skin-damaging free
radicals.

To achieve these skin benefits, I advocate
using actual ginger root. Why take
capsules when you can use the root? It is
cost-effective and has a great return on
investment.

It's easy to use the root to make a cup of
ginger tea. Peel the ginger root and cut
it into thin strips. Steep the strips in a
cup of boiled water for 10-15 minutes.
If need be, sweeten the tea with other
warming spices such as cinnamon and
clove, along with agave nectar.

When you are unable to brew a cup of
ginger tea, add a drop of ginger essential
oil to your daily moisturizer. If you are
looking at using it for other health
benefits, such as reducing the pain of
arthritis, you can massage the painful
area with the essential oil. Please note
essential oil is not for internal use.

Several new studies have also shown that
ginger may help reduce anxiety. Not
convinced yet about the benefits of
ginger? Some say it could also work as
an aphrodisiac, due to its promotion of
blood circulation.



If you have only
one smile in you
give it to the
people you love.
-Maya Angelou

Hope everyone had a happy Valentines Day. Monday is a
holiday, thanks for the day off. 
Over the next two weeks the schedule is going to be tight
with our attendance of the Pro Soccer Classic at Wide World
of Sports. We are out of the office on different days, so if you
have an issue with the schedule, please contact us directly
For all of our Life Extension Supplement users: Life
Extension has put over 200 of their products on sale. There
is a current list on our magazine table and we look forward to
passing these savings on to you. We order on the 15th and
28th.
This months issue of L.E. is out and it covers such topics as
management of autoimmune disorders (Lupus, psoriasis,
IBS, and rheumatoid arthritis), Arterial stiffness, and the
complications of not getting enough oxygen to tiny areas of
the brain. Feel free to come and read it.
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